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ABSTRACT

these policies comes at some cost today, which will only grow as
demand for these offerings increase.
Today, many multi-tenant offerings provide tens of thousands of
customers with virtual network slices that can have hundreds of
security and QoS rules per VM [3]. Such networks must provide
isolation for thousands of flows per virtual machine, or tens of thousands of flows per physical server, and up to hundreds of thousands
of flows per Top of Rack (ToR) switch. This enormous set of rules
must be accessed on a per-packet basis to enable communication
and isolation between tenants. The virtual machine hypervisor typically enforces these rules on every packet going in and out of the
host.
This results in problems for both the provider and the customer:
for the provider, resources that could be used to support more users
must instead be diverted to implement these network-level rules;
for the customer, the myriad rules implemented within the hypervisor are a source of increased latency and decreased throughput.
In FasTrak, we seek to reduce the cost of rule processing recognizing that the associated functionality is required. We exploit
temporal locality in flows and flow sizes to offload a subset of network virtualization functionality from the hypervisor into switch
hardware in the network itself to free hypervisor resources. FasTrak manages the required hardware and hypervisor rules as a unified set, moving rules back and forth to minimize the overhead of
network virtualization, and focusing on flows (or flow aggregates)
that are either most latency sensitive or exhibit the highest packetsper-second rates.
Due to hardware space limitations, only a limited number of
rules can be supported in hardware relative to what is required by
a server. We argue that this gap is inherent and hence the key challenge we address in this work is identifying the subset of flows that
benefit the most from hardware/network offload, and coordinating
between applications, VMs, hypervisors, and switches to migrate
these rules despite changes in traffic, application behavior, and VM
placement.
FasTrak seeks to achieve the following three objectives:
1. Hardware network virtualization: The flows that bypass the
hypervisor should still be subject to all associated isolation rules.
This include tunnel mappings, security and QoS rules associated
with the flow.
2. Performance isolation: Regardless of whether traffic is subject
to rule processing in the hypervisor or in hardware, the aggregate
traffic rate of each tenant’s VM should not exceed its limits. Likewise, traffic from one tenant VM should not affect another’s, even
if non-overlapping subset of flows are offloaded to hardware.
3. Performance: We seek to improve both available application
bandwidth and to reduce both average and tail communication latency.

The shared nature of multi-tenant cloud networks requires providing tenant isolation and quality of service, which in turn requires
enforcing thousands of network-level rules, policies, and traffic
rate limits. Enforcing these rules in virtual machine hypervisors
imposes significant computational overhead, as well as increased
latency. In FasTrak, we seek to exploit temporal locality in flows
and flow sizes to offload a subset of network virtualization functionality from the hypervisor into switch hardware freeing up the
hypervisor. FasTrak manages the required hardware and hypervisor rules as a unified set, moving rules back and forth to minimize
the overhead of network virtualization, and focusing on flows (or
flow aggregates) that are either most latency sensitive or exhibit the
highest packets-per-second rates.
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INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure as a Service offerings such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure and Google Compute Engine host an increasing fraction of network services. These platforms are attractive to application developers because they transparently scale with user demands. However, the shared nature of cloud networks requires enforcing tenant isolation and quality of service, which in turn requires a large number of network-level rules, policies, and traffic
rate limiting to manage network traffic appropriately. Enforcing
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Based on these goals, we design, prototype and evaluate FasTrak.
We rely on pre-existing technology trends. Hardware with significant levels of network virtualization support, such as tunneling offloads for NICs [16] and switches [4] are becoming commodity.
The core of our design consists of an SDN controller that decides
which subset of active traffic should be offloaded, and a per-VM
flow placement module that directs selected flows through either
the hypervisor, or through an SR-IOV [14]-based “FasTrak” path.
The flow placement module integrates with an OpenFlow interface,
allowing the FasTrak controller to program it. In our design, the
network fabric core remains unchanged.
The primary contribution of this work is a demonstration that
offloading a subset of flows to an in-network hardware fast path
can result in substantial performance gains while minimizing rule
processing overhead in servers. We motivate our work with a microbenchmark study that gives us insights into where network latencies and CPU overheads lie in existing virtualized systems. Further, we examine which types of flows are most subject to this rule
processing overhead. We then describe FasTrak design and evaluate it on a testbed. In this evaluation, we find that applications see
a ∼ 2x improvement in finish times and latencies while server load
is decreased by 21%. While the actual benefits of FasTrak will be
workload dependent, services that benefit the most are those with
substantial communication requirements and some communication
locality.

2.

work must maintain mappings between the tenant VM’s IP address
and the tenant ID, as well as to the tunnel provider’s IP address
for every destination VM that a source VM wants to communicate
with.
To support C2, the network must store and enforce all relevant
security and QoS rules associated with a tenant VM. For example,
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud(VPC) [3] allows up to 250 security
rules to be configured per VM. These rules are typically maintained
close to the communicating VMs and applied on a per-packet basis.
The network must support tenant-specific rate limits that can be
applied to network interfaces to support I3. Finally, to ensure S4,
the network should migrate all the above rules pertaining to every
VM along with the VM. Tunnel mappings should be updated both
at source and destination of every traffic flow.
A multi-tenant data center with tens of thousands of tenants must
store and orchestrate a considerable amount of network state, and
must consult much of this state on a per-packet basis. In terms
of manageability, this high volume of state encourages a software
approach to network virtualization, where the network state corresponding to every VM is held in the hypervisor of the server on
which it is resident.

2.2

BACKGROUND

We first consider some of the characteristics and requirements of
multi-tenant virtualized data centers, then briefly summarize host
and NIC support for network virtualization.

2.1

Virtualized Host Networking

Hypervisor-based: A virtual switch in the hypervisor, called the
vswitch, manages traffic transiting between VMs on a single host,
and between those VMs and the network at large. In a multi-tenant
setting the vswitch is typically configured to isolate traffic of VMs
belonging to different tenants. Such a vswitch can tag traffic with
tenant IDs, maintain and enforce tunnel mappings, security, QoS
rules and interface rate limits.
A widely-deployed vswitch implementation is Open vSwitch (OVS)
[13]. Apart from invoking the kernel for per-packet processing,
OVS provides a user-space component for configuration. In this
work, we subject OVS to a series of microbenchmark tests to understand the effect of configuration settings (described in Section 3) on
software network virtualization overheads. We now describe these
configurations.
In its simplest configuration, OVS is a simple L2 software switch
(herein referred to as ‘Baseline OVS’). Security rules can be configured using the user-space component. When OVS detects traffic
that it has not seen before, it forwards these packets to user-space,
where the packets are checked against the configured security rules.
Then a fast path rule corresponding to this traffic is installed in the
kernel component, so that subsequent packets can be handled entirely by the kernel component. This component maintains the rules
in an O(1) lookup hash table to speed up per packet processing. We
refer to this configuration as ‘OVS+Security rules’.
OVS also supports configuration of rate limits using tc [17] on
VM interfaces that connect to it. These interfaces are called virtual
interfaces (VIF) because they are purely software interfaces. Outgoing traffic from the VM exit these interfaces and are first handled
by the vswitch, which imposes the rate limit. The vswitch can then
forward this VM traffic on a physical NIC if it is destined to a remote host. Interface limits can be specified for incoming traffic as
well. We refer to configuration including this rate limit specification as ‘OVS+Rate limiting’.
It is also possible to configure OVS to tunnel packets in and out
of the physical servers using VXLAN [19] tunneling. VXLAN is a
proposed tunneling standard for multi-tenant data centers that also
specifies the tunneling encapsulation format. In this configuration,
an encapsulation with a destination server IP address is added to
VM traffic exiting the server. This address is stripped from incom-

Requirements of multi-tenant data centers

Multi-tenant data centers employing network virtualization seek
an abstraction of a logical private network controlled and isolated in
the same way as a dedicated physical infrastructure. The properties
typically sought out in such networks are:
Control (C1). A tenant must be able to assign any IP address to
their VMs, independent of the IP addresses used by other tenants,
or the IP addresses assigned by the provider to physical servers.
The network must support overlapping tenant IP addresses, e.g., in
separate private RFC 1918 [1] address spaces.
Control (C2). Security and QoS rules that tenants would apply
to traffic in their private deployment should be enforceable in the
multi-tenant setting.
Isolation (I3). The provider of a multi-tenant data center must
be able to distinguish tenant traffic, enforce tenant-specified rules,
and rate limit incoming and outgoing bandwidth allocated to tenant VMs. No single tenant should be able to monopolize network
resources.
Seamlessness (S4).
VM migration should be transparent to
the customer and should not require change in the IP address or
connectivity. Security and QoS rules pertaining to the VM should
move automatically along with the VM.
These requirements impact the design of the network. To enable
C1, tenant IP addresses must be decoupled from provider IP addresses. Tenant IP addresses should encode the identities of VMs,
while the provider IP addresses should indicate their location and
aid in forwarding across the network fabric. Tunneling packets carrying tenant IP addresses across the provider network helps achieve
this separation. Further, to distinguish tenant traffic from one another despite overlapping IP addresses, every packet must be tagged
with a tenant ID. This tenant ID also helps achieve I3, by informing
the network of which rules to apply to the packet. For C1, the net-
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ing packets destined to local VMs. We refer to this configuration
as ’OVS+Tunneling’.
Hypervisor Bypass: Due to the overhead of transiting the hypervisor, VMs also have the option of bypassing the vswitch and
hypervisor to send traffic in and out of a physical NIC directly. It is
necessary that the physical NIC interface is administratively configured to support this configuration for a given VM. Packets are
DMAed directly between the NIC and the VM, and thus packets
need not be copied to the vswitch. There are two key drawbacks
to this configuration, however. First, this technique is not scalable:
the NIC port automatically becomes unavailable for use by other
VMs; in contrast, the vswitch can help share a physical port across
multiple VMs using VIFs. Second, the traffic from the VM is no
longer virtualized at the physical server, and thus network policies
are no longer properly enforced.
To overcome the first problem, Single Root IO Virtualization
(SR-IOV) [14] allows a single PCIe device to appear as multiple separate physical PCIe devices. With SR-IOV, the NIC partitions hardware resources to support a number of virtual functions (VFs) that can be separately allocated to VMs. These VFs
can share a physical port on a NIC up to some limit (e.g., 64).
Packets are DMAed to and from the VM directly to the NIC using the VF, avoiding the hypervisor copy and associated context
switches. However, the processor and BIOS must support SR-IOV
and provide IOMMU functionality so that the NIC can access VM
memory, and deliver received packets directly without hypervisor
intervention. VF Interrupts on the other hand are first delivered
to the hypervisor. This allows the hypervisor to isolate interrupts
securely.
The second issue raised is a key motivation for FasTrak, as supporting flexible offload of network rules to the network is necessary to fully realize the benefits of lower latency and lower CPU
involvement in virtualized multi-tenant data centers.

3.

Figure 1: Relative CPU overhead measurement setup

POTENTIAL FASTRAK BENEFITS

Figure 2: Performance measurement setup

Supporting the myriad rules and network policies underpinning
multi-tenant data centers has largely become the responsibility of
the hypervisor. However, the raw CPU cost on a per-packet basis
for supporting network virtualization can be substantial. As virtualized workloads become more communication intensive, and required line rates increase, we expect this overhead to grow. In this
section, we examine these overheads, measuring the impact of software processing on application throughput and latency. We then
examine the effect of bypassing the hypervisor using SR-IOV. In
this way, we can estimate an upper-bound on the potential benefit
that FasTrak can deliver, as well as better understand which types
of network flows will benefit the most from FasTrak.

3.1

3.1.1

Measuring network overhead

Figure 2 depicts our experimental setup to quantify the network
overhead of virtualization. The three network characteristics we
measure and the corresponding experimental setups are:
1. Throughput: To measure throughput we attempt to saturate
the interface being tested using three netperf threads. These three
threads are pinned to three out of four logical CPUs available to the
VM, leaving the last CPU for the VM kernel. We use the netperf
test TCP_STREAM, and use TCP_NODELAY to ensure that netperf sends out data to the interface using the configured application
data size. In our set up the netperf threads are not CPU limited;
therefore the throughput measured in this test is the highest achievable with the interface.
2. Closed-loop latency: We use a single netperf thread running
TCP_RR to measure latency. In this test, netperf sends out one request at a time and measures the round trip latency to receive the
response. Only one request is in transit at a time. We measure
both average and 99th percentile latency observed via each interface with this test.
3. Pipelined latency: We simulate bursty traffic using three netperf threads running TCP_RR with burst enabled, sending up to
32 requests at a time. With these settings the threads in our set up
are not CPU limited; thus, the throughput measured is the highest
achievable with the interface. We measure transactions per second
(TPS) throughput and average latency achieved in this test.

Microbenchmark setup

We have setup a small testbed consisting of a pair of HP DL380G6
servers, each with two Intel E5520 CPUs and 24 GB of memory.
The servers run Linux 3.5.0-17, the hypervisor is kvm, and guest
VMs run Linux 3.5.0. Each VM is equipped with a software virtual
interface (VIF) connected to the vswitch (which is OVS), and each
NIC also supports an SR-IOV VF. The vswitch can be configured in
any of the above mentioned configurations. The network interfaces
belonging to VMs and servers used in our tests have TSO and LRO
enabled with MTU set to 1500 bytes(which is the normal setting in
data centers based on our conversation with operators). The workload we evaluate is netperf [12], measured with four different application data sizes: 64, 600, 1448, 32000 bytes. We first describe
how we measure the network overheads of OVS as compared to
SR-IOV, and then describe how we measure CPU overheads.
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3.1.2

Measuring CPU overhead

physical interface by a factor of 1.5x. As seen in Figure 4(a), we
cannot achieve line rate with four netperf threads, which we are
otherwise able to do with baseline OVS. Furthermore, the same
number of logical CPUs as baseline are used to drive the link, even
though we are achieving lower throughput.

To quantify the CPU required to drive each interface, we rely
on the experiment shown in Figure 1. Four test VMs on a single
physical server each run a single threaded netperf TCP_STREAM
test with the TCP_NODELAY option enabled. We measure the
total level of CPU utilization during the test.

3.2

3.2.3

Microbenchmark Results

Figure 3 shows the results for network performance measurements obtained through the VIF on the hypervisor with three OVS
configurations: Baseline, OVS+Tunneling and OVS+Rate limiting
in comparison with that obtained by bypassing the hypervisor with
SR-IOV. Figure 4(a) shows the CPU overhead with the same configurations.
Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) show that SR-IOV delivers significantly
higher throughput and lower average and 99th percentile latency.
Figure 3(d) shows that when pipelining requests, SR-IOV delivers
up to twice the transactions per second as compared to baseline
OVS. Figure 4(a) shows that the CPU required to drive the SRIOV interface is 0.4-0.7x lower than baseline OVS. With SR-IOV,
the hypervisor only isolates interrupts from the VM and leaves the
remaining work to the guest VM.
We next traced the system stack (not shown) on those CPU cores
dedicated to the host kernel when running the CPU test with baseline OVS. This trace showed that the host CPU spent 96% of time
in network I/O (inclusive of servicing interrupts), and up to 55% of
time copying data. This is in marked contrast with SR-IOV, where
the host CPU was idle 59% of the time and spent 23% of the time
servicing interrupts. Thus the OVS overheads are intrinsic to hypervisor packet handling. In fact due to an efficient O(1) implementation for accessing security rules, the same tests measured with
an OVS instance populated with 10, 000 security rules showed no
measurable difference in overhead compared with baseline OVS.

3.2.1

Having observed each software network virtualization functionality in isolation, we now focus on examining the composition of
these functions. Because of the inefficiencies in tunneling implementation, we are limited to rates below 1.44 Gbps for these experiments, and so we apply a rate limit of 1 Gbps. We also configure
the same rate limit on the SR-IOV interface, and we note that this
limit is enforced in the NIC hardware. Figure 5 shows the results
of the comparison. The average and 99th percentile of latency, the
TPS, and pipelined latency of the composed functionality (OVS,
tunneling, and rate limiting) are closer to the performance seen with
OVS+Tunneling. The pipelined latency is between 1.8-2.1x larger
than SR-IOV, as shown in Figure 5(e). The CPU overhead of this
combination is still 1.6-3x that seen with SR-IOV, as shown in Figure 4(b). SR-IOV delivers consistently better throughput overall,
as shown in Figure 5(a).

3.2.4

Summary

The above results, and Figure 4 show that as application data
size decreases, the CPU required to support the same throughput
increases. This is a consequence of virtualization rules being applied on a per-packet basis. As link rates increase, handling each
of these per-packet processing steps is increasingly infeasible. Already NICs provide considerable hardware assist to servers to deliver high link rates at lower CPU utilization, including TCP TSO
and LRO. By having the hypervisor responsible for enforcing policy on a per-packet basis, we potentially lose the ability to scale
with hardware assist in the future.
Baseline OVS without any security rules, without tunneling, and
without rate limiting support adds considerable overhead simply
due to required kernel crossings. A more subtle effect is that the
percentage of improvement in latency increases when a flow is
moved from the hypervisor to the SR-IOV interface, based on data
size, throughput remaining same. As the application data size decreases, latency improvement increases with hardware offload. For
example, when moving flows from baseline OVS to SR-IOV, the
pipelined latency improvement increases from 30% for 32000 byte
application data sizes to 49% for 64 byte sizes. With OVS and rate
limiting, the improvement increases from 32% for 32000 byte application data units to 56% for 64 byte application data units (we
omit comparing to tunneling due to the performance issues we observed). This is expected: As the data size decreases, throughput
remaining constant. the packets per second rate of the flow increases. Per Little’s law [10], average queue lengths built up in hypervisor and hence average packet delay is directly proportional to
the packets per second rate (arrival rate). As we offload flows with
higher packets per second rates to the hardware path (which processes packets faster, and with more predictable delays than software), the average latencies experienced by VM traffic overall must
reduce faster.
In summary, offloading flows with the highest packet per second
rates is going to provide the largest improvements both in terms
of CPU overhead and latency overhead. Based on these results,
we now consider how FasTrak might benefit both multi-tenant data
center customers and providers.

Overhead of VXLAN tunneling

The current OVS tunneling implementation was not able to support throughputs beyond 2 Gbps for our target application data
sizes. A component of this limitation is that UDP VXLAN packets
do not currently benefit from NIC offload capabilities. Figures 3(b)
and 3(c) show that software tunneling does indeed add to latency.
Supporting a link with software tunneling at 1.96 Gbps with TCP
requires 2.9 logical CPUs with 1448-byte application data units
(shown in Figure 4(a)). A stack trace during TCP_STREAM tests
showed that tunneling adds 23% overhead relative to baseline OVS.
Some of the overhead stems from the fact that the network stack has
to additionally decapsulate the packet before it can be processed.
We suspect that there are some inefficiencies in current code that
causes lookups on VXLAN packets to be much slower than for
regular packets. As such the poor performance with tunneling is
likely not fundamental, and further engineering should improve the
tunneling implementation.

3.2.2

Overhead of combined tunneling and rate limiting

Overhead of rate limiting

We configured a rate limit of 10 Gbps on the hypervisor VIF
while measuring the overhead of queuing and dequeuing packets in
htb. We found that the latency is somewhat higher (shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c)) than baseline OVS, while the throughput (shown
in Figure 3(a)) is similar. The effect on pipelined latency (shown
in Figure 3(e)) and transactions per second (shown in Figure 3(d))
is more pronounced, with rate limiting reducing the TPS up to 8588% of baseline.
To measure CPU overhead of rate limiting, we configure a rate
limit of 5Gbps for each of three VMs, oversubscribing the 10Gbps
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(a) Throughput

(b) Average Latency

(c) 99th %ile Latency

(d) Burst TPS

(e) Burst Latency
Figure 3: Baseline Network performance

(a) Baseline CPU overhead

(b) Combined CPU overhead
Figure 4: CPU Overheads

Figure 3(d) shows that a bursty application with 64-1448 application data sizes achieves an average TPS of 60K with SR-IOV,
and 34K with baseline OVS (or 25K with OVS and tunneling, and
30K with OVS and rate limiting). As an example, achieving a target TPS of 120K requires two VMs with SR-IOV, but four VMs
with baseline OVS. Thus, for communication-intensive applications, customers can cut their costs when they use VMs with SRIOV interfaces.

Looking at this example from the provider’s point of view, Figure 4(b) shows that, on average, a VIF consumes 1.6-3x the CPU as
compared to SR-IOV. If we consider that two logical CPUs are approximately as powerful as an Amazon EC2 medium instance [20],
we can compute an estimate of the potential cost savings. The pricing for this instance type is approximately $821 per year [2]. If the
provider can save a total of two logical CPUs by avoiding network
processing, they can save $821 per server per year.
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(a) Throughput

(b) Average Latency

(c) 99th %ile Latency

(d) Burst TPS

(e) Burst Latency
Figure 5: Combined Network Performance

Given that commodity NICs today support hypervisor bypass
through SR-IOV, we now propose a way to leverage that support
to lower overall network virtualization costs while improving application performance.

4.

FASTRAK ARCHITECTURE

Software network virtualization allows for the massive scale required of multi-tenant data centers; but the CPU overheads come at
non-zero cost to the provider, and the additional latency can have
negative effect on application performance. Commodity network
hardware on the other hand can handle a subset of network virtualization functions such as Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [7]
tunnel encap, rate limiting and security rule checking, at line rate
and lower latency. However, it is fundamentally limited by the
number of flows for which it can provide this functionality due to
fast path memory limitations. It is also limited in flexibility. For example, it cannot trivially do VXLAN encapsulation until new hardware is built and deployed. FasTrak splits network virtualization
functionality between hardware and software. It manages the required hardware and vswitch rules as a unified set and moves rules
back and forth to minimize the overhead of network virtualization,
focusing on flows (or flow aggregates) that are either most latency
sensitive or the highest packets-per-second rates.
In this section, we first provide a brief overview of the FasTrak
control and data plane functionality. The goal is to provide a comprehensive view of how FasTrak fits in and leverages existing kernel and hardware support to create “express lanes,” or hypervisor
bypass paths. We then describe the detailed design of FasTrak that
focuses solely on how FasTrak decides which flows to migrate, and
how it chooses their path.

Figure 6: FasTrak: Control Plane Overview

4.1

Control Plane

Figure 6 shows the FasTrak control plane. FasTrak makes two
paths available for VM traffic: one through the vswitch, and a second one through the SR-IOV bypass mechanism. The FasTrak rule
manager offloads network virtualization rules to and from hardware
in response to traffic patterns and VM migration events. These rules
not only include tenant security ACLs and QoS rules, but also tunnel mappings required to isolate tenant traffic. We rate limit VM
traffic on both the software and hardware paths to a target aggregate, e.g., the total amount of bandwidth available to a tenant/VM.

4.1.1

Enabling hardware ‘express lanes’

In FasTrak, each guest VM running on a FasTrak-enabled hypervisor is given two paths to the network: one based on bypassing the
hypervisor via SR-IOV, and one based on transiting the default VIF
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floaded include tunnel mappings, security rules, and QoS rules including rate limits.
Tunneling: We use GRE tunnel capabilities typically available
in L3 switches for tunneling offloaded flows. These switches hold
GRE tunnel mappings in VRF tables and we leverage this in FasTrak. The GRE tunnel destination IP points to the destination TOR.
We reuse the GRE tunnel key to hold the Tenant Id and configure
each tunnel belonging to tenant traffic with this key. The GRE key
field is 32 bits in size and can accommodate 232 tenants. Without
any changes to hardware or router software we can achieve tenant
traffic isolation.
Security rules: VRF tables can also be used to hold ACL rules.
ACL rules installed in the TOR are explicit ‘allow’ rules that permit
the offloaded traffic to be sent across the network. By default, all
other traffic is denied. If a malicious VM sends disallowed traffic
via an SR-IOV interface by modifying flow placer rules, the traffic
will hit the default rule and be dropped at the TOR.
QoS rules: L3 routers typically provide a set of QoS queues that
can be configured and enabled. Rules in the VRF can direct VM
traffic to use these specific queues.

Figure 7: FasTrak: Data Plane Overview
interface through the hypervisor. These are managed transparently
to the guest VM by using a bonding driver [9] for link aggregation.
Bonding drivers are able to balance traffic between interfaces. We
modify the bonding driver to house a flow placer that places traffic
on the VIF or SR-IOV VF path. The flow placer module exposes
an OpenFlow interface, allowing the FasTrak rule manager to direct a subset of flows via to the SR-IOV interface. It is configured
to place flows onto the VIF path by default.
Our design of the flow placer is informed by the design of Open
vSwitch. Specifically, the FasTrak rule manager installs wildcard
rules in the control plane directing a group of flows matching the
wildcard range out of the SR-IOV VF. The flow placer maintains
a hash table of exact match rules for active flows in its data plane
to allow an O(1) look up when processing packets. When packets from a new flow are not found in this hash table, the packet is
passed to the control plane, which then installs a corresponding exact match rule in the hash table. All subsequent packets match this
entry in the hash table and are forwarded to the SR-IOV VF. Because the control plane and the data plane of the flow placer exist
in the same kernel context, the latency added to the first packet is
minimal1 .

4.1.2

4.1.4

4.2

Data Plane

Next we consider the life of packets as they enter and exit VMs.
Figure 7 shows how the FasTrak data plane functions. All network
virtualization functions are taken care of at the vswitch or the first
hop TOR. Beyond the TOR, packets are routed through the multitenant data center network core as usual.

Migrating flows from the network

With express lanes, FasTrak can now choose specific application
traffic to offload. Initially, the system uses the policy of migrating
flows with high packets-per-second rates to hardware at the switch.
FasTrak can also respect customer preferences for performancesensitive applications as well. A key event in the life-cycle of a
VM is its migration. In this case, any offloaded flows must be returned back to the VM’s hypervisor before the migration can occur.
After VM migration, these flows can again be offloaded at the new
destination. By default, FasTrak will migrate flows that no longer
have high packet-per-second rates from the network back to the hypervisor.

4.1.3

Rate limits Enforcement

Usually rate limits are enforced on each VM interface to only
allow as much traffic into and out of the VM as the tenant has
paid for. This prevents any single tenant from unfairly depleting
available bandwidth on the access link. Since FasTrak exposes two
interfaces to each VM by default, it enforces separate transmit and
receive rate limits on each of them such that the aggregate transmit
and receive rates are close to the allowed limits for the VM. These
rate limits are calculated using the Flow Proportional Share (FPS)
algorithm [34] applied to periodic traffic demand measurements.
As demands change, the rate limits imposed also are changed. Rate
limits on the software VIF are imposed at the hypervisor, while the
rate limits on the SR-IOV VF are applied at the TOR (or if possible
at the NIC).

4.2.1

Packet Transmission

When an application sends traffic using a VM’s bonded interface, the packets are looked up in a hash table maintained by the
data plane of the flow placer, and are directed out of the VIF or the
SR-IOV VF. Packets that go out via the VIF are virtualized by the
vswitch. Such packets tunnel through the NIC and are routed normally at the TOR. All policy checks, tunnel encap and rate limits
are enforced by vswitch.
When a packet exits via the SR-IOV VF, the NIC tags it with a
VLAN ID (configured by FasTrak) that assists the directly-attached
TOR identify the tenant it belongs to. The TOR uses this VLAN tag
to find the VRF table corresponding to the tenant (this functionality
is typically present in L3 TORs and not unique to FasTrak [5]). The
TOR then removes the VLAN tag and checks the packet against
ACLs installed in that VRF table. The TOR also adds a GRE tunnel
encap to the packet based on the tunnel mappings offloaded. The
GRE tunnel encap encodes the GRE tunnel destination (TOR), and
the GRE tunnel key (tenant ID). At that point, the packet is routed
as per the fabric rules based on the GRE tunnel destination.

Hardware-based network virtualization

FasTrak depends on existing hardware functionality in L3 TOR
switches to isolate traffic using express lanes2 . We use Virtual routing and Forwarding (VRF) tables [18] available in L3 switches to
hold tenant rules. The types of network virtualization rules of1
FasTrak does not mandate modified bonding drivers for every VM in the
multi-tenant data center. Only those VMs that need FasTrak benefits will
have to use this specialized driver.
2
Note that FasTrak can alternatively use NIC based hardware virtualization
once it becomes available.
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aware of all rules (and their priorities, in the case of conflicts) associated with the VMs they control.
We focus next on the ME and DE design.

4.3.1

The job of the ME is simple: it collects statistics on packets (p)
and bytes (b) observed for every active flow or flow aggregate,
twice within an interval of t time units. A flow is specified by a
6 tuple: Source and destination IPs, L4 ports, L4 protocol and a
and ∆(b)
gives packets per second (pps) and bytes
Tenant ID. ∆(p)
t
t
per second (bps) measures for each flow. Flow aggregates are wildcarded flow rules that specify more than one flow; e.g., all flows
going out of a source VM can be specified by a wildcard rule that
specifies source IP and Tenant ID and has wildcards for destination
IP, L4 ports, protocol. Pps and bps measurement for active flows is
repeated every T time units for N epochs. Every N epochs constitutes a control interval C.
The local controller ME sends a network demand report of the
form < f low/f lowaggregate, pps, bps, epoch# > to the TOR
controller every control interval. The report also contains historical
information about the median pps and bps seen for flows for the
last M control intervals. The TOR controller ME maintains a similar record of active offloaded flows at the TOR for every control
interval. At the end of each control interval, these measurements
are sent to the TOR DE.
Since the variety of flows seen over time may be large, the ME
aggregates flow data periodically. One rule of thumb we use is to
aggregate incoming and outgoing flows per VM per application.
For example, instead of collecting statistics for every unique 6 tuple, we collect statistics on unique <Source VM IP, Source L4 port,
Tenant ID> and <Destination VM IP, Destination L4 port, Tenant
ID> flows. Over time, flow statistics are maintained for these aggregates.
The per-VM aggregated flow data (representing all of the traffic
into/out of the VM) collected by the ME forms its network demand
profile. The network demand profile of a VM contains a history of
all flows that either had the VM as a source or as the destination.
This network demand profile can be maintained over the lifetime of
the VM and is migrated along with the VM. This network demand
profile informs FasTrak of the network characteristics of any new
VM that is cloned from existing VMs, and allows it to make offload
decisions for such VMs on instantiation.

Figure 8: FasTrak Controller Architecture

4.2.2

Packet Reception

When the TOR receives a tunneled packet, it checks the destination IP to see if the packet is destined for it. If the TOR receives
a tunneled packet that is not destined for it, it forwards it as per its
forwarding tables. Otherwise, it uses the GRE tunnel key (tenant
ID) on the packet to identify the VRF table to consult and then decapsulates it. Packets are then checked against the ACL rules in the
table, tagged with the tenant VLAN ID and are sent to the destination server. The destination NIC uses the VLAN tag and MAC
address on the packet to direct the packet to the right SR-IOV VF
after stripping out the VLAN tag, configured by FasTrak.

4.3

Measurement Engine (ME)

FasTrak Rule Manager

We now focus on the design of FasTrak rule manager. The rule
manager is built as a distributed system of controllers as shown in
Figure 9. There is a local controller for every physical server (that
runs on that same server), and a TOR controller for every TOR
switch that runs on one of the physical servers directly connected to
the TOR. The local controllers coordinate with the TOR controller
managing the connected TOR to selectively offload resident VM
flows.
Figure 8 shows the controller architecture. Both the local and
TOR controllers have two components: 1) a measurement engine
(ME) and 2) a decision engine (DE). The ME on the local controller periodically measures VM network demand by querying the
vswitch for active flows. It conveys this network demand to the
TOR controller. The local controller DE installs flow redirection
rules in flow placers of co-located VMs. It also decides the rate
limits to be configured for each VM interface.
The TOR controller DE receives network demand measurements
from attached local controllers. Its ME periodically measures active offloaded flows in the TOR. Based on local and TOR measurements it decides which flows have the highest packet-per-second
rate and selects them to be offloaded. In the process, offloaded
flows that do not have high enough rate can be demoted back to
software. The TOR ME also keeps track of the amount of fast path
memory available in the TOR, so the DE offloads only as many
flows as can be accommodated.
The offloaded flow rules must comply with configured policy.
To ensure this, a rule that most specifically defines the policy for
the flow being offloaded is constructed by FasTrak controllers to
be placed in the TOR. This is possible because the controllers are

4.3.2

Decision Engine(DE)

The TOR DE receives active flow statistics from local MEs and
TOR MEs each control interval. It selects the most frequently used
(MFU) flows having the highest pps rates for offload. Network
caches are often built as MFU rule caches [27] so as to have a high
hit rate. The rationale for high pps rate flows3 is as mentioned in
Section 3.
A direct consequence of offloading MFU flows is that FasTrak
speeds up the flow completion time of frequently seen flows to and
from a VM by offloading them irrespective of the type of workload.
The flow may be a bursty flow, a short-lived or long-lived flow, but
it will be handled in hardware once it meets the criterion for offload.
The control interval only decides how soon FasTrak reacts to the
frequently seen flow; for instance, when a flow with frequent, short
bursts is offloaded, all subsequent bursts of the flow will be handled
in hardware.
3
MFU flows with high pps rates are not the same as elephant flows. E.g., a
service on a VM handling 1000 flows per second, with each flow exchanging ∼3 packets in that second will receive ∼3000 pps and FasTrak evaluates
the flow aggregate <service IP, service port> for offload.
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Once the subset of flows has been decided, the TOR DE sends
this decision to all connected local controllers. The local DEs in
turn configure flow placers on co-resident VMs to redirect the selected flows. They also readjust the rate limits configured on VM
interfaces. We next discuss these two functions of the decision engine.
Flow placement: The TOR DE uses a simple ranking function
to determine the subset of flows to offload. This function ranks
flows by giving them a score S. S is calculated using n, the number of epochs the flow was active (i.e., had non-zero pps and bps),
and m_pps, the median pps measured over the last N epochs and
M control intervals. S = n × m_pps ensures that S ∝ n, the
frequency with which the flow is accessed, and S ∝ m_pps, the
median pps. Flows active both in vswitch and hardware are scored
in this fashion.
Certain all-to-all or partition-aggregate applications may require
that all corresponding flows be handled in hardware, or none at all.
Such preferences can be given as input to FasTrak. FasTrak encodes these preferences as a number c (indicating tenant priority),
and uses S = n × m_pps × c so that higher priority flows get
higher scores.
Active flows with highest scores are offloaded, while already offloaded flows that have lower scores are demoted back to the corresponding vswitch. This decision is conveyed back to the local
controllers so they can configure flow placers of co-located VMs.
Rate limiting: By creating alternate express lanes for VM application traffic, we no longer have an aggregation point on which a
single rate limit can be enforced. We now have to split up bandwidth in a distributed manner between the VIF and SR-IOV VF.
The local controller DEs decide the ingress and egress rate limit
split up for each VM once the TOR DE decides the subset of flows
to be offloaded. We use FPS [34] to calculate the limits Ls and
Lh for each VM’s VIF and SR-IOV VF. To each of these we add
an overflow rate O and install rate limiting rules that allow Rs =
Ls + O through the VIF and Rh = Lh + O through SR-IOV VF.
Rs and Rh are calculated separately for ingress and egress traffic.
By allowing for O overflow, it is easy to determine when the
rate limit on each of these interfaces is overly restrictive. When the
capacity required on the interface is higher than the rate limit, the
flows will max out the rate limit imposed. FPS uses this information to re-adjust the rates.

4.3.3

Figure 9: Implementation setup
the Intel NIC, we configure Open vSwitch(OVS) 1.9.0 with one
10Gbps port. The other 10 Gbps port is configured to support four
SR-IOV VFs. We expose a VIF and an SR-IOV VF to each VM.

5.2

Controller scalability

Each TOR controller locally chooses to offload a subset of flows
to or from directly attached physical servers. This distribution makes
FasTrak rule manager inherently scalable; no single controller is
responsible for offloading decisions for all the flows in the data
center. This design also enables FasTrak to adapt to changes in
VM placement. As VMs are migrated to servers attached to other
TORs, only the associated TOR controllers need to recompute offloading decisions.

5.
5.1

System Architecture

Figure 9 shows our implementation set up. The local controller
is a python script that queries the OVS datapath for active flow
statistics twice within a period of t = 100ms (this period is configurable). This enables measurement of pps and bps for all active
flows. This measurement is repeated once every T seconds (we
use T = 5, 0.5 in different experiments). The flow data is aggregated for N epochs (we use N = 2 in our experiments). These
measurements are then sent to the TOR DE.
The TOR Controller is a custom Floodlight controller [6] that
issues OpenFlow table and flow stats requests. Since the Cisco
switch is not OpenFlow enabled, we use Open vSwitch to instantiate the TOR switch.
We modify the linux bonding driver [9] to implement the flow
placer. Specifically, we bond the VIF and VF exposed to the VM
in bonding-xor mode. We have modified the existing layer 3 and 4
hashing policy to instead direct flows based on the local controller’s
directive. For this we use a flow hash table which stores an index
to the desired outgoing interface (VIF or VF) for every entry.

6.

EVALUATION

We now evaluate the benefits of FasTrak. We choose memcached [11] as a representative example of a communication intensive application that is network bound. We seek to understand
how FasTrak automatically transfers flows onto the hardware path,
and to show the resulting benefits as well as costs. While we also
evaluated disk-bound applications such as file transfer and Hadoop
MapReduce, and found that FasTrak improved their overall throughput and reduced their finishing times, in this evaluation we focus
specifically on latency-sensitive applications. In each of the following experiments, we compare to baseline OVS, with no tunneling
or rate limiting on the hardware path.

IMPLEMENTATION
Testbed

Our testbed consists of six HP Proliant DL360G6 servers with
Intel Xeon E5520 2.26GHz processor and 24 GB RAM. Four of
these servers have Intel 520-DA2 10Gbps dual-port NIC that is
SR-IOV capable. The other two have Myricom 10 Gbps 10GPCIE2-8B2-2S+E dual-port NICs. These servers are connected to
a Cisco Nexus 5596UP 96-port 10 Gbps switch running NX-OS
5.0(3)N1(1a). All servers run Linux 3.5.0-17. The hypervisor is
kvm, and guest VMs run Linux 3.5.0. On the four servers with

6.1

Benefits of hardware offload

We now examine the benefits of offloading flows to the hardware
path.

6.1.1

Transaction Throughput

We start by measuring the maximum transaction load in terms
of transactions per second(TPS) when accessing the memcached
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Figure 10: Setup to measure transaction throughput.

Figure 11: Setup to measure application finish times

server via the SRIOV interface. The test setup is as described in
Figure 10. We have three VMs pinned to four CPUs. Each VM
is equivalent to an Amazon EC2 large instance [2, 20] in terms
of compute capacity, and has 5GB of memory. The Memcached
servers run in two VMs. We use the rest of the five servers as
clients to run the memslap benchmark for 90 seconds (only three
are shown in the figure for space). The application traffic is routed
either via the VIF or via the SR-IOV VF.
Baseline: With only 2 VMs running memcached servers, Table
1(a) shows the results of the transaction throughput, latency and
CPU load seen when using the VIF in comparison to SR-IOV. The
same two memcached servers are able to serve twice the number of
requests when using the SR-IOV VF with half the latency.
With background traffic: We repeat the baseline experiment,
but this time with the third VM running the IOzone Filesystem
Benchmark [8]. Table 1(b) shows that the presence of background
applications does not alter the overall performance. We also introduced background noise into the VM using the stress tool [15], and
in this case also the application achieved higher throughput and
lower latency when using the SR-IOV VF, while using the same
amount of CPU.

Finish times during flow migration: Table 2 shows the the average finishing times at the clients, the average TPS achieved, and
the average latency and number of CPUs used when all the memcached servers are accessed using the software VIF. In this case,
the percentage of traffic forwarded through VIF is 100%. We then
repeat the experiment, routing traffic from one memcached server
via the SR-IOV VF, while using the VIF for the others. In this case,
the percentage of traffic through the VIF is 75%. We repeat this
exercise, routing traffic from two, three and finally all four memcached servers via SR-IOV so the percentage of traffic forwarded
through the hypervisor is zero.
Our results show that the average finish time measured at the
clients reduces by 37% when we move all the memcached traffic to SR-IOV VFs. Before that, when some memcached traffic
uses the VIF and some use the SR-IOV VFs, the finish times measured at the client, that is querying all four memcached servers, are
dominated by the slower memcached traffic. This result confirms
the observation that the performance of partition-aggregate applications is often dominated by the slowest member (in this case, the
memcached servers whose traffic is routed via the hypervisors are
appearing slower to the client).

6.1.2

Application finish times
Interface Used

In this set of experiments we evaluate the finish times of the application as seen by the clients, both through the hypervisor and
through the SR-IOV interface. The test setup is described in Figure 11. We run four VMs on the test server. Two of these VMs run
with 4 CPUs and 5 GB of memory. The other two run with 2 CPUs
and 2.5 GB of memory. The latter are equivalent to Amazon EC2
medium instance in terms of compute. All the VMs run a memcached server instance. Again we use the rest of the five servers
as clients to run the memslap benchmark, this time each issuing a
total of 2M requests to all the four memcached servers.
Percentage
traffic
through VIF
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

Mean
Finish
Times(s)
86.6
82.2
82.3
82.1
54.9

Mean
TPS

Mean Latency(us)

23089
24333
24335
23976
37456

331
306
297
275
190

VIF
SR-IOV VF

Mean
Finish
Times(s)
118.4
69

Mean
TPS

Mean Latency(us)

16896.2
29334.6

455.6
249

# of
CPUs
for test
7.6
6.3

Table 3: Memcached performance(Finish times) w/ background applications
Finish times with background traffic: We next test the finish
times observed at clients when we additionally have a 4GB file
transfer which is disk bound ongoing at each of the VMs hosting
the memcached servers. This transfer uses the VIF. This experiment is a precursor to our next one where we show how FasTrak
shifts flows selectively to SR-IOV VF. Table 3 shows that finish
times almost double when the memcached traffic uses the VIF, and
latency reduces by half.

# of
CPUs
for test
3.5
3.2
3.2
2.9
2.2

6.2

Flow migration with FasTrak

A key responsibility of FasTrak is managing the migration of
flow rules to and from the hypervisor and switch. In this section,
we evaluate the impact that migration has on applications.

Table 2: Memcached performance(Finish times) as the servers
are shifted to use the SR-IOV VF
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(a) w/o background applications
Interface Used

TPS

VIF
SR-IOV VF

106574
215288

Mean Latency(us)
373
192

(b) w/ background applications

# of CPUs
for test
3.3
3.2

Interface Used

TPS

VIF
SR-IOV VF

96093
177559

Mean Latency(us)
414
231

# of CPUs
for test
4.1
4.1

Table 1: Memcached performance(TPS)

6.2.1

Application finish times

We now examine the effect of flow migration on the finishing
time of an application. We retain the same test set up as the previous experiment, but we now use FasTrak to monitor and measure
the throughputs of a file transfer application (scp) and Memcached
traffic. The flow placer in the bonding driver directs all traffic via
the VIF by default. Within 10 seconds the local controller detects
that scp flows are averaging at 135 pps per VM for outgoing traffic,
and 115.5 pps per VM for incoming traffic (consisting primarily
of acks). In contrast, the memcached flows are averaging at 5618
pps per VM for outgoing traffic (replies) and 5616 pps per VM for
incoming traffic (requests). While in this particular example we
could offload both applications, we have modified FasTrak to offload only one. As such, FasTrak chooses the memcached flows,
and these are shifted to use the SR-IOV VF after 10 seconds.
Interface Used
VIF only
VIF(10s) +
SR-IOV(rest)

Mean
Finish
Times(s)
110.9

Mean
TPS

Mean Latency(us)

18044.2

440.2

# of
CPUs
for test
7.6

57.34

35339.8

225.6

6.0

Figure 12: TCP progression

Table 4: Memcached performance(Finish times) w/ background applications using FasTrak

However, security rule checking and rate limiting are still largely
retained in the vswitch and L4 software or hardware middleboxes.
More broadly, there is a large body of work related to network
rule management that we take inspiration from [22, 24, 28, 32, 36].
Our work concentrates on the specific problem of rule management
in multi-tenant networks, to improve application performance and
reduce server load.
The work that closest shares our goals is vCRIB [30], which proposes a unified rule management system that splits network rules
between hypervisors and network hardware. The primary difference between these works is their criteria for migrating flows. FasTrak aims to offload flows with the highest overheads at the hypervisor to maximize the benefits of reducing CPU overhead and
latency. FasTrak also differs from vCRIB in that FasTrak does not
rely on the vswitch to handle all of the flows (which vCRIB does,
if only to redirect a subset of them to other points in the network
for security and QoS processing). From Section 3, bypassing the
vswitch gives us the biggest gains in terms of server CPU and flow
latencies. Finally, unlike vCRIB, FasTrak completely avoids traffic redirection, allowing flows to take the paths prescribed by the
network.
The effect of processor context switches, copies, and interrupt
overhead on I/O-intensive virtualized environments is well known
[21, 29]. Several [25, 26] have explored the use of SR-IOV in virtualized environments to overcome these overheads. We build upon
these efforts to forward flows over both SR-IOV and hypervisorbased paths.

Table 4 shows the results of this experiment. With FasTrak,
Memcached finishes about twice as fast with about half the average latency.

6.2.2

FasTrak costs

Measurements(omitted) show that FasTrak controllers use negligible CPU once during each measurement and decision period.
More importantly, there is a potential impact on existing TCP flows
during periods of reconfiguration. To examine this, we offload a
single iperf TCP flow one second after it begins, and capture a
packet trace at the receiver. We also used netstat at the sender and
receiver to collect transport-level metrics. We found that as a result
of this offload operation, one delayed ack was sent, TCP recovered
twice from packet loss, and there were 30 fast retransmits. When
the shift happens, some packets that return via the VIF were lost.
A packet capture at the receiver, shown in Figure 12, shows that
the connection progresses normally despite flow migration with no
timeouts.

7.

RELATED WORK

Recently there have been several proposals for achieving network virtualization in multi-tenant settings [13,23,31,33,35]. These
suggest that the vswitch is the best place to achieve scalable tenant
network communication, security, and resource isolation. NIC tunnel offloads are being proposed and standardized [16] to reduce
some of the network processing burden from software. Tunnel termination network switches [4] are being introduced at the boundary of virtualized environments and non-virtualized environments.

8.

CONCLUSION

Multi-tenant data centers hosting tens of thousands of customers
rely on virtual machine hypervisors to provide network isolation.
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The latency and CPU costs of processing packets in the hypervisor
in this way is significant, increasing costs for both providers and
tenants alike.
FasTrak seeks to reduce the cost of rule processing, while maintaining the associated functionality. It offloads a subset of network
virtualization functionality from the hypervisor into switch hardware to free hypervisor resources. By focusing on offloading rules
corresponding to flows (or flow aggregates) that are either most latency sensitive or those that exhibit the highest packets-per-second
rates we find that applications see a ∼ 2x improvement in finish
times and latencies while server load is decreased by 21%. While
the actual benefits of FasTrak are workload dependent, services that
should benefit the most are those with substantial communication
requirements and some communication locality.
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